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Abstract

The current status of remedial action in uranium mining areas of Poland has been presented.
Environmental significance of radiological risk has been discussed on the basis of recent investigations.
However, the most significant direct risk seems to be connected with human intrusion. The role of geotechnical
safety measures has been stressed. Geotechnical safety should cover not only intrusion prevention, but also
stabilisation of dumps and tailings ponds in the area of intensive erosion. Priorities, plans and difficulties
connected with their realisation have been described.

1. NATIONAL CONDITIONS REQUIRING ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

Exploration for uranium in Poland started in the late 40's. Sudetes located in the south-
western Poland were the main area of exploration, although minor prospecting has been
carried out in the Holy Cross Mts. and Carpathians in central and south-eastern Poland. At
the beginning prospecting and mining were conducted under close Soviet supervision but later
the Polish company Zaklady Przemystowe R-l took over the mining and most of the
prospecting activities. Some prospecting works have been carried out also by Geological
Institute. In the early 70's all mining activities were stopped and no legal descendant of the
uranium mining company exists now.

Prospecting stage was often associated with mining minor amounts of uranium ore.
However, serious mining activity took place only in the environs of Kowary Podgorze,
Radoniow, Kopaniec, and Kletno. Uranium mineralization is associated mainly with the
hydrothermal processes of the late- and post-Variscan stage. Mineralization of the vein
character has been superimposed on the metamorphic rocks of the Karkonosze Izera Block,
Kaczawa Mts, Sowie Mts. Block and the Snieznik Metamorphic Massif and the Holy Cross
Mts.. Some exploration works have also been done within sedimentary series of the
IntraSudeticBasin, North Sudetic Basin and Carpathians.

Not only minings but also significant amount of prospecting was done underground as a
result of which, numerous remnants of adits, tunnels and shafts accompanied by dumps are
widely dispersed in the mountainous region. In the town of Kowary the only uranium tailings
pond of Poland exists. Shafts have been provisionally covered with concrete covers and some
of the entrances of the tunnels have been blasted. Because of the poor quality of closing works
they cannot be regarded as permanent. Recently some of the shaft entrances have got
reopened due to erosion caused by intensive washing out of soils into the shaft. It became
possible because shaft covers have not been made on solid rock but on weathered debris.
Some dumps are getting heavily eroded, especially the dump located downstream in the
Jedlica valley. (Figs. 1,2).
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Fig. 1 - Shaft entrance exposed by erosion, with provisional safety measures (Kowary
Podgorze)

Inventory works [1] in the Jelenia Gora district resulted in the accounting of:

- 6 862 m of vertical shafts,
- 276 334 m of horizontal adits and galleries,
- 446 295 m3 of tailings on the area of 297 730 m2,
- 1.5 ha tailing pond with 12 m infill of post hydrometalurgical wastes consisting of
disintegrated gneisses of 30 ppm uranium and 3-8.108 g/kg radium content.

In the case of the Walbrzych district similar range of uranium mining remnants can be
expected.

Some remnants of mining works can be expected in the Holy Cross Mts. area while in
the case of the Carpathian region probably no mining works were done.
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Fig. 2 - Erosion of dump at the entrance of the adit 19 resulting from heavy rainfalls in the
summer of 1996

2. LEGISLATION, REGULATIONS, POLICIES

Responsibility of the activities of uranium mining operator has been inherited in 1973 by
ZZTJ POLON and later transferred to the National Atomic Energy Agency. According to the
Mining Law of 1978 any claims connected with mining impact should be made within 3 years
of the start of the harmful effect. According to the new Mining Law (1994) if the mining
company is not existing any longer the State Treasury represented by the Ministry of
Environment Protection is responsible for the remediation actions.

3. RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Environmental studies of the uranium remnants revealed radioactivity levels up to 2000
[iR/h in Radoniow and up to 1500 \iBJh in Kowary Podgorze dumps [2].

Uranium content of 1500 ppm has been found in some dump samples, and in clay
fraction of stream sediments values as high as 0.11%U have been detected [2]. Mining waters
flowing out from the No 19 adit contain 1 xlO4 g/« U [2].

In the year 1996 comprehensive environmental study was completed [3]. Investigations
covered:

• outdoor gamma dose measurements with MM900GL monitor and thermoluminiscence
detectors.

• radium in water analyses
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• radionuclide contamination in soil

• radon daughters in air by means of RGR-13

• outdoor and indoor concentrations of radon by means of solid state nuclear track detector
LR115

Gamma dose in the environs of dumps has been found [3] to be two times greater than
the average for the region but it can be at least partly explained as natural variation of
radioactivity in granitic area. Radium content in waters was within natural limit for granitic
aquifers. Radium content two times greater than average for the region has been found in the
environs of dumps which is also a natural variation. Significant increase in radon content is
restricted only to the close neighbourhood of dumps and entrances of mining works.

Fig. 3 - Temporary channel of mining water outflow and natural stream through the dump
below the adit 19.
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4. ACTIVE PROJECTS UNDERWAY

The year 1996 saw a spurt of activities. It was the year when extensive environmental
study on "Effects of Uranium Mining on the Contamination of some areas in Poland" was
completed [3]. In the beginning of the year bidding for the Technical project on safety
measures in the uranium mining areas of 'Jelenia Gora district started. In September 1996
monitoring of uranium mining areas in Jelenia Gora district conducted by EMGW commenced.
It was also the first year of the European Commission's Phare project: Remediation Concepts
for the Uranium Mining Operations In CEEC, covering in the first stage (1996-97) inventory
of uranium mining and exploration areas, not only in Sudetes, but also in Holy Cross Mts. and
Carpathians. Preliminary inventory works within the framework of the Phare project revealed
the existence of seven exploration and five mining districts of uranium covering not only
Sudetes but also Carpathians, the Holy Cross Mts. and also Polish lowlands. Since the
beginning of 1996 MSc environmental research focused on uranium mining remnants, is being
carried out in the Kowary area.

5. PRIORITIES AND PLANS

Following priorities seem to be important for the immediate future:

• Closing entrances of shafts and galleries to prevent intrusion.
• Geotechnical safety measures for other mining works to prevent development of surface

damages
• Stabilisation of tailings pond in the town of Kowary.
• Stabilisation of the dump in the Jedlica valley
• Creation of information centre on the history of uranium mining in Poland to improve

public relations and awareness
• Control and monitoring of mining water outflow.

6. NEAR -TERM SCHEDULE AND PROSPECTS

Taking into account the above listed priorities in the Jelenia Gora district commercial
bids for preparing the Inventory of the shallow mining works of the uranium mining in the
Jelenia Gora district are being invited. Creation of the inventory data base is planned to be
completed within the Phare project by June 1997.

7. DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED OR ENVISIONED

Three kinds of difficulties exist in the case of reclamation works namely legal, financial
and technical. Problems result from the fact that all industrial activities connected with
uranium industry have been stopped in the early 70's. At present there is no system of legal
continuation of the operator with the result dispersed character of ownership of affected areas
prevails. However, the most important is the lack of legal investor. Even in the case when
funds are donated by central administration legal problems in managing arise.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Environmental impact of uranium mining in Poland is mainly of non radiological
character. The most important problem is connected with the stability and geotechnical safety
of abandoned mining works. In many cases their closing can be regarded as only temporary
and cannot prevent human intrusion. Majority of works is located in the Sudety Mts. an area
with significant risk of heavy rainfalls and rapid erosion. Erosion of abandoned mining works
can result in emergence and migration of new radiological contamination. Especially unstable
is the situation in Jedlica valley where rapid outflows of mining waters occur. These outflows
are provisionally channelled (Fig.3) and flow through the dump and later along the valley
across the town of Kowary. In the same valley the tailings pond with high risk of flooding
exists.
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